QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION & REVIEW for the "Projection for Survival" DVD Video and Power Point Show (PPS) #81507.

SECTION TWO, "CROSS TO THE SECOND COMING"
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106. What is the primary responsibility for people living in our current Age #6, the Grace Age or Church Age? John 1:11, 12. Receive Christ as Savior by faith.

107. Are most people today doing that? John 5:40. No, most people are not trusting Christ alone for their salvation.


110. Do we have any reason to believe we believers will be Raptured BEFORE the Tribulation Judgment wrath to come? Rev. 6:17. The Tribulation is the "great day of His Wrath. 1st Thes. 5:9, We are not appointed to God's Wrath. Rev. 3:10, He will KEEP His believers (of this age) FROM (Greek = "out of") the hour (the very time, not just the judgments) of this great testing to come.

112. What two events will happen at the Rapture? 1st Thes. 4:16, 17. The dead in Christ will rise first, then the living in Christ will be "caught up" (Latin = Raptured) to meet Christ in the air.

115. How much time difference will there be between the dead in Christ and the living in Christ being caught up to meet Christ in the air? 1st Cor. 15:52. The twinkling of an eye.

116. Why will only some dead and living be taken up to meet Christ in the air? 1st Thes. 4:16, 17, Romans 8:1. Only the dead "In Christ" (saved) and we which are physically alive and spiritually alive (saved) ("In Christ") will be taken up to meet Christ at the Rapture.

118. Why does the Rapture Picture show a plane crashing into a skyscraper? The pilot and co-pilot were both saved and suddenly... GONE!

122. With all the born-again vehicle drivers suddenly gone, what logically will happen on the highways? Massive crashes and disasters.

123. What signs are there to happen before the Rapture and how can we know WHEN it will come? There are no signs that have to happen before the Rapture and we can NOT know when it will happen. It could come at anytime day or night.

126. What explanation do you think the world may have for the headlines after the Rapture, possibly like... MULTIMUTES MISSING, DISASTER STRIKES THE EARTH, PANIC AND TERROR WORLDWIDE? (Discuss)

128, 129. Many (if not most) people who hear and understand the Gospel today and who willfully reject the work of the Holy Spirit in their hearts may not have another opportunity for salvation during the Tribulation. WHY? 2nd Thes. 2:9-12. Because God will send them strong delusion to believe the lies of the Anti-Christ, because they believed not the truth (they heard, understood and rejected) and had pleasure in unrighteousness.
130. Will there be people saved during the Tribulation? If so, who and how many? Rev. 7:4, 14. 144,000 Jews.

131. How will God demonstrate His love during the Tribulation? Rev. 7:3. By sealing and protecting the 144,000 Jewish servants saved during the Tribulation.

132. With the Church age believers gone, how will the Gospel be preached during the Tribulation? Rev. 7:3, 4. The 144,000 Jews saved and sealed to be God's Servants. Rev. 11:3. The two witnesses God will bring on the scene to preach for 3 ½ years. Rev. 14:6-8. The Angels flying and preaching.

134. What will be the result of all this preaching during the Tribulation? Rev. 7:9, 14. A great multitude of all nations will be saved by trusting the shed blood of Christ to pay for their salvation.

136. When Christ was on Earth, WHEN did He say the Tribulation and His return would be? Matt. 24:36. He said no man knows, not even the angels, only the Father. Over the years, many people have set dates for the return of Christ. How should we respond when any human sets dates? Don't believe them. They have violated Scripture by setting dates.

139. What are some of the things Christ said would happen during the Tribulation prior to His return to the Earth in His glory? Matt. 24:7. Wars, Famines and Earthquakes.

139. How much of the population of the world will die from these coming wars and Famines? Rev. 6:8. One fourth of the population of the world.

NOTE: On August 19, 2007, the world population was more than 6,600,000,000. (6.6 Billion) http://www.census.gov/ipc/www/popclockworld.html One fourth of this is more that 1.6 billion people. How do you feel about 1.6 billion (1600 million) people dying early on during the Tribulation (many, if not most) without Christ? (Discuss) What can you and I do about it NOW?

143. With world population projected to double again from 4 billion in 1975 to 8 billion by 2025, how do you think that fits in with the Biblical warnings of coming world food famines? (Discuss)

144. How does God's Word say morality will improve in the last days? 2nd Tim. 3:1-5. It won't improve. In fact, it will get worse and worse in the last days. What changes have you seen with morality just in your lifetime, for example in public, in movies and on TV? (Discuss)

145. Have you seen any changes in morality in our Governments or in the courts in your lifetime? (Discuss) How about in schools and colleges? (Discuss)

146. What about Lawlessness and Crime? What changes have you seen in your lifetime? (Discuss)

148. With all the judgments falling on Earth during the Tribulation, do you think the world will repent and get right with God? Rev. 9:20, 21. Most will not. With the restraining work of the Holy Spirit operating through the Church GONE, the unsaved people on Earth will be uninhibited to do even
worse murders, drugs, immorality and thefts. Why else do you think it will be even worse during the Tribulation than now? Possibly in a humanistic attempt for survival.

151. Why will the Antichrist require people to wear his mark during the Tribulation? Rev. 13:15-17. That no one will be able to buy or sell anything unless they take his mark and worship him. How would you like to be a Tribulation believer during that time, trying to survive while refusing to take his mark and worshipping him? (Discuss) How do you think you could survive if you could not buy or sell ANYTHING, no food, no gas and no electricity? (Discuss)

153. What will be the result for those unsaved people who do take his mark and worship the Antichrist? Rev. 13:8 and Rev. 14:9-11. Their names will not be written in the Book of Life, therefore their future is eternity in Hell forever.

157. Do you think the IMF (International Monetary Fund) and Eurodollars may be setting the stage for the one world monetary system needed by the Antichrist to control world trade during the Tribulation? (Discuss)

162. Do you think UPC codes and modern computers may play a part in this future one world banking and economic system during the Tribulation? (Discuss) Does that make the UPC codes and computers evil today? (Discuss) No. They are only evil if or when they may be used by the Antichrist during the Tribulation. The world is just getting ready for it now, but they don't realize it.

QUESTIONS for DISCUSSION: If before the Rapture, the U.S. Government came out with a new law requiring everyone to take an I.D. mark on their hand or implant an I.D. or Banking Code Chip under their skin, would you do it? (Discuss) If not, why not? (Discuss)

If you are saved, would you lose your Eternal Life with God as promised in John 5:24? (Discuss)

In Rev. 14:9, what is the decisive and critical factor for damnation? To take the mark of the Antichrist AND WORSHIP HIM.

167. What are the names of the 3 sets of 7 Judgments each to come during the Tribulation? The SEALS, the TRUMPETS and the BOWLS.

174. What do you think the "great sword" (weapon) may be during the first Seal Judgment? Rev. 6:4. (Discuss)

174. Why do you think the animals, "beasts of the earth," will help kill the first one fourth of the world's population during the fourth Seal Judgment? Rev. 6:8. (Discuss) Possibly due to their hunger from the famine on earth at that time.

175. Why will the people on earth, rich or poor, try to hide in the dens and rocks of the mountains during the Tribulation? Rev. 6:12 – 15. Because of the earthquakes, moon becoming as blood, stars falling to earth, mountains and islands moving out of their places.

176. What do they believe is happening? Rev. 6:16-17. The great day of the wrath of the Lamb, Jesus Christ. Following that, why do you think the fact of 30 minutes of silence is significant? Rev. 8:1 (Discuss) 30 minutes of silence brings out the severity of God's wrath being poured out. Could it be a calm before the next storm of God's wrath to come as they anticipate what is coming next?
178. How may the First Trumpet Judgment affect world food famine? Rev. 8:7. burn up one third of the earth's crops.

178. How may the Second Trumpet Judgment further affect world food famine? Rev. 8, 9. One third of the world's sea food will die.

179. How will the Third Trumpet Judgment affect life on earth? Rev. 8:10, 11. One third of the fresh water supply of earth will become poisoned and many will die from it.

179. How may the Fourth Trumpet Judgment affect world food famine? Rev. 8:12. One third of the sun's heat will be lost which may greatly affect the plants (and people) on earth. For example, if in winter, severe global freezes.

180. During the Sixth Trumpet Judgment, what will be the result of the invasion of the 200 million man army? Rev. 9:16-18. Another One Third of the earth's population will be killed.

With the One Fourth in Rev. 6:8 and the One Third in Rev. 9:18 that equals more than ONE HALF of the world's population will die.

With the August 19, 2007 world population of more than 6,600,000,000 (6.6 Billion), that means more than 3.3 Billion will die - without Christ and eternally lost. HALF THE WORLD DEAD AND LOST IN HELL FOREVER. How do you feel about that? What can YOU do about it NOW? (Discuss)

188. Was there ever another plague on men like the First Vial Judgment of Rev. 16:2? Exodus 9:10. 11. In the contest between Pharaoh and Moses, boils on the magicians and all the Egyptians.

188. During the Second Vial Judgment, how much of life in the sea will die? Rev. 16:3. Everything.

188. In the Second Vial Judgment, what will happen to the fresh water supplies of the earth? Rev. 16:4-6. All will become blood, nothing but blood to drink.

189. Contrasting one third of the sun's heat lost earlier, how will the sun affect the human race on earth during the Fourth Vial Judgment? Rev. 16:8, 9. Men will be scorched with fire and heat of the sun.

Do you think this might also include Thermo-Nuclear war as happened during WW II Two? Zech. 14:12. (Discuss)

189. Surely, won't the unsaved people on earth repent after these most severe Vial Judgments? Rev. 16:10, 11. NO.

190. What will the Seventh Vial Judgment bring on earth, worse than ever before? Rev. 16:18. The worse earthquake ever.

190. What will be happen to the cities of the nations? Rev. 16:19, The cities will crumble, including the "earthquake proof" buildings.

190. What will happen to the islands and mountains. Rev. 16:20. The islands and mountains will all disappear completely. (Islands are usually just mountain tops sticking up out of the water.)
192. How large will the hailstones be during the Seventh Vial Judgment? Rev. 16:21. Depending on the standard of weight for a "TALENT" it will range up to 100 pounds per hailstone. What kind of destruction do you think this will cause? (Discuss)


195. What will happen to the Antichrist beast and false prophet when Christ returns? Rev. 19:20. They will be cast into the lake of fire burning with brimstone.

198. How will Christ appear when He returns in His glory? Rev. 1:13-16. His countenance will be as the sun shining in its full strength. It will be one of the most historic and dramatic events ever on Earth or in Heaven.
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